The Lid Wiper Contains Goblet Cells and Goblet Cell Crypts for Ocular Surface Lubrication During the Blink
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**Purpose:** The conjunctival side of the upper and lower inner eyelid borders, termed the lid wiper, has a thickened epithelial lip for apposition to the globe, assumed to distribute the precorneal tear film. The human lid wiper structure and its goblet cells are investigated.

**Methods:** Conjunctival whole mounts, including lid margins from 13 human body donors, were investigated by routine histology and semithin plastic sections, using histology, histochemistry, and immunohistochemistry.

**Results:** In routine histology, the conjunctival lid wiper epithelium regularly showed goblet cells, single and in clusters, at the luminal surface and also deep within the epithelium without apparent surface contact. Semithin sections revealed that the deep goblet cells were often connected to cryptal epithelial infoldings that opened to the surface, hence making their mucins available at the surface. The goblet cells produced mucins of neutral (periodic acid-Schiff) and acidic (Alcian blue) type and stained positive for the gel-forming mucin MUC5AC. Surprisingly, MUC5AC-negative goblet cells were also observed in the lid wiper.

**Conclusions:** Contrary to conventional assumptions, the lid wiper is part of the conjunctiva. It contains previously undescribed goblet cell crypts deep in the epithelium, suitable as an internal lubrication system for reduction of friction between the lid margin and the globe. This provides the first evidence of the morphological basis for the hydrodynamic type of lubrication and a more conclusive understanding of lid-margin lubrication and tear film distribution. It is another strong indication that the lid wiper is that area in apposition with the globe for distributing the thin precorneal tear film during the blink.
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The lid wiper is a specialized zone located at the conjunctival side of the upper (ie, posterior) lid border of the upper and lower eyelids. It is an epithelial thickening that represents the region most closely opposed to the globe, and it contributes to the formation of a relatively sharp angle of the inner lid border compared with the more rounded outer lid border. Because of its location, it can be assumed that the lid wiper represents the zone of the lid margin that actually wipes over the bulbar ocular surface during a blink.1–3

Contemporary knowledge that the inner lid border is ‘sharp’ and ‘lies in contact with the globe’ was documented at least as far back as 1904 by Parsons.4 In addition, a thickened epithelium in this region was described as early as 1877 by Sattler;5 Virchow,6 in 1910, termed it as the ‘ad marginal Zone’ (ad marginal zone) without considering a potential specific function. The thickening of the marginal epithelium was again described by Ehlers7 who noticed the immediate functional implications of an elevated epithelium at the inner lid border for the distribution of the precorneal tear film over the bulbar surface. Ehlers noticed that the ‘lid margin in normal subjects is closely pressed against the bulbus’ and that ‘during blinking the posterior palpebral limbus moves very closely against the bulbus.’ He postulated that “it is highly probable that it is only the squamous epithelium–lined part of the lid that rubs against the bulbus during blinking” and that “this soft (unkeratinized) bead gliding over the cornea must be assumed to be a perfect ‘wind screen wiper’.”

Although this epithelial formation at the inner lid border is conceivably of significant importance for tear film distribution and hence for ocular surface integrity, it has received increased interest only in recent years5–9,11 (Knop et al 2007, Abstract at the TFOS 2007 Conference). Korb et al12 termed it the ‘lid wiper’ because it represents a structural feature of the eyelid. It became of increased interest again with the discovery of epithelial alterations in this region that were visible upon vital staining with fluorescein and rose bengal in a clinical setting. This alteration was termed ‘lid wiper epitheliopathy’ (LWE).2 In patients with a dry eye, LWE was seen distinctly more frequently than in normals,4 and it occurred as the first sign of tear film deficiency even in the absence of other conventional signs (such as Schirmer test and PTBUT).3 LWE was hence suggested as a sensitive early indicator of tear film instability and dry eye disease.1

The exact structure of the epithelium at the inner lid border was, however, not exactly clear. Virchow6 described an epithelial zone that showed an increased stratification
and thickness with cuboidal to columnar morphology that contained “Schleimzellen” (mucus cells), which refers to goblet cells. In contrast, Ehlers reported, at the “posterical palpebral limbus” (inner, ie, posterior lid border), a squamous unkeratinized epithelium that was “twice as thick as the epidermis of the lid” but without goblet cells. It was described to extend for 1 to 2 mm until “rather abruptly it continued in a single or multi-layered, almost cuboidal epithelium with goblet cells” at the tarsal conjunctiva. A specific zone in this location with similar width is supported by earlier observations.6,8,12 Ehlers suggested that the lid wiper glided over the cornea and that the natural, vital staining line of Marx13 that occurs at the inner lid border was possibly a result of increased friction between this epithelium and the bulbar surface. Recently, we have described the zonal differentiation at the inner lid border14 and identified goblet cells in an unusual deep position inside the lid wiper epithelium.

However, the exact structure of the lid wiper and the significance of deep goblet cells remain unclear as well as its relation to the natural staining line of Marx. In the present study, the epithelium at the inner lid margin is investigated by conventional and thin-section histology, histochemistry, and immunohistochemistry (IHC) with a focus on the occurrence of goblet cells and mucins. Potential functional implications of the observed lid wiper structure and its relevance for the formation and distribution of a thin precorneal tear film are discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissues

Whole mounts of conjunctival sacs including the lid margin from 17 eyes were obtained from deceased donors (n = 13; average age, 78.5 ± 14.4 years) of a white population in Germany with a macroscopically normal ocular surface. Time after death to harvesting of tissues was 12 to 36 hours during which the cadavers were cold stored. Before death, body donors had given informed consent; this study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the institutional review board.

Preparation and Histological Staining

The complete conjunctival sac was excised 1 to 2 mm distal/external to the outer lid border along the tarsal and orbital lid margin toward the nasolabial limbus as previously described.15 The conjunctival tissue remained connected at the nasal canthus while the lateral canthus was divided. Whole-mount specimens were then placed on a plastic board and gently flattened without touching the conjunctival surface or lid margin. The tissues were immediately fixed by immersion in a 4% paraformaldehyde solution in 0.01 M phosphate buffer at 4°C and then embedded either in paraffin or in plastic blocks (Technovit 7100; Heraeus-Kulzer, Wehrheim, Germany). Serial sections of a thickness of 10 to 5 µm were cut from paraffin blocks with a rotary microtome (HM 355S; Microm, Walldorf, Germany), and semithin sections (1–2 µm) were cut from plastic blocks. Sections were stained by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and methylene blue–fuchsin. Other sections were stained by histochemistry using either Alcian blue or periodic acid–Schiff reaction or both in a sequential manner, with and without hematoxylin counterstain or by IHC.

Histochemistry

Histochemistry was performed using Alcian blue and PAS stains. Both stains were performed either separately or combined (Alcian blue—PAS) according to Romeis.16 Briefly, after rehydration, the sections were treated as follows. Alcian blue: after 3 minutes incubation in 3% acetic acid, the sections were stained for 30 minutes with 1% Alcian blue solution in 3% acetic acid, rinsed with 3% acetic acid, and washed for 5 minutes in distilled water. Alternatively or in addition, the sections were stained by the PAS reaction: after 10 minutes incubation with 1% periodic acid and 10 minutes washing in distilled water, sections were immersed in Schiff reagent (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), incubated for 2× 2 minutes in 0.5% sodium metabisulfite and washed in distilled water. Counterstaining was performed with hematoxylin if necessary.

Immunohistochemistry

IHC was performed by the highly sensitive ABC technique (37 Hsu’81), after mild enzymatic pretreatment (0.1% trypsin for 5 minutes) of the tissue sections for antigen retrieval (36 Shi’03), using a primary antibody against MUC5AC (generous gift from Dr Ifene Gipson, The Schepens Eye Research Institute, Boston, MA) diluted at 100 and incubated on the sections at 4°C overnight. The primary antibody was detected with biotinylated secondary antibodies from the goat (Jackson/Dianova, Hamburg, Germany) incubated over night in a refrigerator and visualized by streptavidin-coupled peroxidase incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. Diaminobenzidine (Hochst, Ingelheim, Germany) was used as chromogen. Single staining steps of the IHC procedure were interrupted by repeated washings in phosphate buffer.

Microscopy and Photography

All sections were examined with a light microscope (Leica DMRB; Leica, Bensheim, Germany) and photographs were obtained using a digital camera (Spot Insight; Diagnostic Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI) with the Spot software V4.5.

RESULTS

In overview, the epithelium at the inner lid border of both the upper (Fig. 1A) and lower (Fig. 1B) eyelids was seen to form an elevation in the region directly apposed to the globe. This was inconspicuous in overview but showed clear structural characteristics in higher magnification. This epithelium at the inner lid border was thicker compared with the epidermis of the free lid margin and the tarsal conjunctiva.
FIGURE 1. The distinct epithelial elevation of the lid wiper (open arrow) is seen in overview at the inner (ie, posterior) lid border of an upper (A) and a lower (B) eyelid. The epithelial lining of the lid margin, consisting of the free lid margin epidermis (epi), mucocutaneous junction (mcj), and conjunctiva (conj), is seen together with the internal lid tissues (meibomian gland, mgl inside the tarsal plate; a clairy hair follicle, cl; and the orbicularis muscle, orb). Paraffin histology, methylene blue–fuchsin; size marker in A and B = 1000 µm (1 mm).

Interposed between the lid wiper elevation and the termination of the free lid margin epidermis, as indicated by the absence of the granular and the cornified epithelial layers, was the mucocutaneous junction (MCJ). The MCJ had a multilayered stratified squamous epithelium (Fig. 2A) with a width of about 0.2 to 0.3 mm. The squamous cells of the MCJ were parakeratinized (ie, had a densely stained cytoplasm in H&E, a flat cell shape, and a highly condensed elongated nucleus; Fig. 2B). In the tarsal direction, ordinary squamous cells were interspersed, but goblet cells did not usually occur in the zone of the MCJ.

On the crest of the inner lid border at the start of the lid wiper elevation, the epithelial morphology changed, with cuboidal and occasionally columnar cells occurring at the surface. Goblet cells were usually seen from the start of this epithelium (Fig. 3A). Single squamous cells and some parakeratinized cells were interspersed in places (Fig. 3B), but the majority of cells were cuboidal or columnar. Also, the internal composition of the epithelium starting on the crest of the inner lid border was different (Figs. 3A, B and 4A, B) from that of the MCJ because the lid wiper epithelium was composed of less intensely stained larger cells of cuboidal shape with larger and less compact nuclei. These cells were more loosely arranged and clearly resembled the structure of the conjunctival epithelium. The lid wiper epithelium was distinctly thicker than that of the tarsal conjunctiva, typically initially composed of approximately 8 to 12 cell layers but reached up to 15 cell layers in places. It

FIGURE 2. Anterior to the crest of the inner lid border (ie, to the skin side) is the stratified squamous epithelium of the mucocutaneous junction (A, mcj), which is followed by the free lid margin epidermis (A, epi). The mucocutaneous junction has several layers of parakeratinized cells at the surface that have an intensely stained flat cytoplasm and a highly compact nucleus (B, arrow). Semithin (2 µm) plastic section, methylene blue–fuchsin; size marker: A = 100 µm, B = 10 µm.

FIGURE 3. A, The start of the lid wiper on the crest of the inner lid border, or slightly anterior to it as seen here, is indicated by a change of the epithelial morphology. Cuboidal to columnar cells occur in the superficial epithelial layer and goblet cells are observed at the surface (arrows) and deep in the epithelium (arrowhead); the same cells are seen in higher enlargement (B). The epithelial structure is of the conjunctival type with larger, cuboidal (c) and less dense cells, some parakeratinized cells are interspersed. This lid wiper is about 100 µm thick and composed of about 10 cell layers. Semithin (2 µm) plastic section, methylene blue–fuchsin; size marker: A = 100 µm, B = 10 µm.
had a typical thickness of approximately 100 μm but could reach up to 150 μm. The exact height and number of cell layers varied among different individuals, but an epithelial thickening was always present. The lid wiper epithelium gradually thinned down in the tarsal direction toward the epithelium of the subtarsal fold. The lid wiper epithelium was the most elevated zone of the inner lid margin and, hence, directly opposed to the tear film overlying the bulbar conjunctiva and cornea of the globe.

The lid wiper contained frequent goblet cells arranged as single cells among the ordinary epithelial cells, but they also clustered into smaller or larger groups. Some of the goblet cells were located in the topmost epithelial layer of the lid wiper and opened to the surface of the epithelium (Figs. 3, 4). Goblet cells also occurred somewhat deeper in the lid wiper epithelium with unclear but plausible connection to the surface as indicated by the presence of granular material connecting their apical pole to the epithelial surface (Figs. 4A, B). Other cells with typical goblet cell morphology occurred deep in the epithelium without apparent connection to the luminal surface (Figs. 4A, B). All such cells had the typical histological characteristics of goblet cells, such as, for example, a usually larger size of about 20 to 25 μm in length and about 10 to 15 μm width, a decreased staining intensity in H&E stain, a foamy appearance of their cytoplasm with occasional presence of faint internal reticular networks originating from mucin granules and with a flat or indented nucleus in a basal location (Fig. 4B).

In H&E-stained routine paraffin sections of about 10-μm thickness, groups of goblet cells inside the epithelium were seen as spots of decreased staining intensity (Figs. 5A, B). In higher magnification, goblet cells could be detected by their roundish shape and the presence of dense basal indented nuclei. Goblet cells were further identified by histochemical reactions. In the PAS reaction, a strong pink staining (Figs. 5C–E) was observed in the goblet cells (Figs. 5C, E, F) and to a lesser extent but clearly detectable also among the epithelial cells of the MCJ (Fig. 5D). Goblet cell clusters were spherical in shape (Figs. 5C, E, F) or formed elongated arrangements with the long axis oriented toward the surface of the epithelium (Fig. 5B). Occasionally, intraepithelial goblet cell clusters were associated with narrow, less densely stained spaces inside the epithelium. In some sections, it could be seen that such spaces pointed into the direction of indentations or openings of the surface of the epithelium (Fig. 5B). In routine paraffin histology, it was frequently unclear as to whether the goblet cell–associated narrow hollow spaces represented infoldings of the surface into the depth of the lid wiper, resembling conjunctival crypts (Figs. 5B, C) or artifacts due to the tissue processing.

The exact relation of such goblet cell–related hollow luminal spaces to the epithelial surface was more clearly displayed in semithin sections of plastic embedded tissues (Figs. 6A, B). The luminal surface of the lining epithelial cells in such spaces formed a thin dense line and they hence resembled crypts. The cryptal lumina could be identified as natural structures as opposed to the potential presence of artificial gaps and clefts within the tissue that could possibly arise because of the preparation. Goblet cells were located along the lumen of such crypts with their apical pole directed to, and being in continuity with, the cryptal lumen (Fig. 6B). Occasionally, mucin material was seen to be delivered into the lumen. These epithelial infoldings resembled the tarsal crypts of Henle or Stieda, but in the lid wiper, they were restricted to the thickness of the epithelium and did not extend into the subepithelial connective tissue (Figs. 5A, 6A).

**FIGURE 4.** Several goblet cells are observed in this lid wiper epithelium (here about 8 cell layers, 80 μm thick) and occur in different location (A). Some are located in the topmost epithelial layer and open to the epithelial surface (indicated by arrows), whereas others are in a somewhat deeper subsurface location (double arrows) but granular material is still seen to connect their apical pole with the epithelial surface as in detectable in magnification (B). Frequently goblet cells also occur deep in the epithelium (arrowhead in A, B) without apparent connection to the surface. The goblet cells (gc) have the typical morphological characteristics such as large size, roundish to elongated shape, faint occasionally reticular staining and a dense, basally located indented nucleus (double arrowheads). Semithin (2 μm) plastic section, methylene blue-luxhide; size marker in A, B = 10 μm.
FIGURE 5. In routine paraffin histology, goblet cell clusters occur as roundish structures of decreased staining intensity at the surface (arrow) and deep within the epithelium (arrowheads, A). Their possible connection to the surface of the lid wiper is not apparent. This lid wiper in a midtemporal position along the lid margin is about 150 μm thick, consists of about 15 cell layers, and is about 0.8 mm long until it transforms into the subtarsal fold epithelium. Underneath is the tarsal connective tissue (ct) and fibers of Riolan’s muscle (riol). In higher enlargement (B), individual goblet cells are identified by their roundish shape with faint staining and basally located, dark, and indented nucleus (double arrowheads). They are arranged in a cluster of elongated shape that is related to a luminal opening of about 15 μm diameter. The opening is continuous with the surface of the lid wiper (open arrows in A, B). In parallel sections, goblet cells are clearly identified by the pink staining in the PAS reaction (C–F). Here, the luminal opening is almost closed (C, open arrow) but a very narrow luminal space (C, double open arrows) is vaguely detectable deep in the epithelium and points to the goblet cells. In another parallel section (E), this space is lost. Goblet cell clusters also occur near the surface (F, double arrowheads) of the lid wiper and PAS reaction also stains diffuse material, without the presence of goblet cells, in the epithelium of the mucocutaneous junction (D, arrowhead). Paraffin histology (10 μm), (A and B) stained by H&E, (C–F) stained by PAS–hematoxylin; square frames indicated in (A) are enlarged in (B–F); size markers in A = 100 μm, in B–F = 10 μm.
in serial sections, not all intraepithelial goblet cells could be identified to be related to epithelial crypts; some seemed to lie isolated deep in the epithelium.

Histochemical investigation of the content of goblet cells in serial sections of the lid wiper showed that these stained with PAS (Fig. 7A), indicating neural mucins, and with Alcian blue (Figs. 7B, C), indicating acidic mucins. In double-staining experiments (Alcian blue followed by PAS), most goblet cells were double positive for both the stains, although some had a preference for either PAS or Alcian blue and had a respective color (Figs. 7D, E). Stained material from goblet cells deep in the epithelium was occasionally seen to form very thin extensions located among adjacent ordinary epithelial cells and directed toward the epithelial surface (Fig. 7C), possibly indicating the access of the mucins from deeper goblet cells to the surface of the lid wiper. Stained material of deep goblet cells was also observed to be continuous from the body of goblet cells into the lumen of cryptal spaces, suggesting delivery of mucus into crypts (Fig. 7E).

IHC for MUC5AC showed that the cells with morphological characteristics of goblet cells indeed stained positive for this goblet cell–secreted gel-forming mucin, further verifying their identity as goblet cells (Fig. 7F). An MUC5AC-positive coat was also seen deposited at the epithelial surface in places. Not all cells with goblet cell morphology, which were stained with PAS–Alcian blue, also stained positive for MUC5AC as seen in serial sections. Such MUC5AC-negative goblet cells were identified by their typical morphology as seen in differential interference contrast microscopy (Fig. 7G).

**DISCUSSION**

The present study demonstrates that the elevated lid wiper epithelium of conjunctival structure at the inner lid border is directly apposed to the tear film overlaying the bulbar surface. The lid wiper contains goblet cells with characteristics different from those of the typical palpebral conjunctiva. The goblet cells of the lid wiper occur in different arrangements (single and in clusters) and in different locations (at the surface and deep in the epithelium) compared with the typical conjunctiva with only surface goblet cells. Their cytoplasmic content stains positive in histochemistry with PAS reaction and Alcian blue and in IIIC using antibodies for the gel-forming mucin type, MUC5AC. However, MUC5AC-negative goblet cells also occur in the lid wiper. Goblet cells deep in the lid wiper epithelium were frequently identified to be located along epithelial crypts, and hence connected to the epithelial surface.

These findings differ from 2 previous histological studies, both of which reported that the epithelial elevation in this position had a stratified squamous epithelium without goblet cells. Another theoretical publication on lubrication and contact lens wear also depicted an elevation at the inner lid margin, but without original histological data and consideration of the preceding lid margin literature and without making mention of goblet cells. Our findings are, however, supported by the historical descriptions of Virchow who observed a cuboidal epithelium with “Schleimzellen” (mucus cells) in an “ad marginal zone” at the inner lid border. From the figures shown in the respective publications, only Virchow depicts this epithelium in high magnification, which may imply that he has studied this epithelium in greater detail than the other authors.

Convention suggests that surfaces exposed to a certain degree of mechanical friction are typically composed of squamous epithelium, such as the cornea, oral epithelium, or esophagus. Thus, it appeared to make sense that the epithelium of the lid wiper had been reported to be squamous, without goblet cells, and described as a “soft bead gliding
over the cornea” that “must be assumed to be a perfect ‘wind screen wiper’. Therefore, at first sight, it may appear surprising that this zone opposed to the globe does not, in fact, have a squamous epithelium. However, a stratified cuboidal surface that contains goblet cells and is hence covered by secreted mucus, forming a hydrodynamic fluid layer between the lid wiper and the bulbar surface, may appear much more suitable for the task to distribute the precorneal tears into...
a thin film during blinking to form an optically perfect tissue-air interface without resulting in trauma to the ocular surface epithelia.

The observation of goblet cells in the more loosely arranged conjunctival epithelial elevation of the lid wiper indicates that it has a different surface and a different internal structure compared with the more anterior zone of the MCJ with tightly packed, small parakeratized cells with dense cytoplasm. Because the zones of the MCJ, the surface of which is the line of Marx,\textsuperscript{14} and of the lid wiper have a distinctly different structure, it may be assumed that the MCJ is not simply a product of external factors such as an increased friction of the anterior part of the lid wiper elevation as previously suggested.\textsuperscript{1} The MCJ, and hence the line of Marx, may more likely represent a separate entity, which is also supported by the structure of the deeper epithelial layers and of the underlying connective tissue and related structures.\textsuperscript{14}

Evidence for the lid wiper being the only zone of the inner lid border that is in close apposition with the bulbar ocular surfaces and for wiping of the tear film during blinking includes the following: (1) it represents a surface elevation, i.e., the highest point, at the inner lid border, and (2) this zone is, because of the lid geometry, in direct apposition to the globe. This assumption is (3) further supported by observations of Kessing\textsuperscript{15} who found that at least in the upper lid only the inner lid border was in touch with the globe, whereas the tarsal conjunctiva was separated from the globe by a deeper retropalpebral tear lake, which was termed Kessing space.\textsuperscript{4,17} (4) A functional clinical study suggested that a zone in the width of about 600 μm, which would be within the range of the width of the lid wiper\textsuperscript{2,16,14} (Knop et al 2007, Abstract at the TPOS 2007 Conference), is the contact zone of the eyelid border with the globe.\textsuperscript{20}

However, a previous study by the same group had reported some evidence that the line of Marx of about 100-μm width was the primary site of contact with the globe.\textsuperscript{21} This assumption of the line of Marx being the wiping zone was also shared by other authors.\textsuperscript{22,23} Based on the considerations (1–4) explained above and the following considerations, it must be assumed that the lid wiper is the primary contact zone of the eyelids with the globe. (5) The position of the lid wiper at the inner aspect of the inner lid border and apposed to the globe, is clearly established by the histological findings, whereas the line of Marx, the surface of the MCJ,\textsuperscript{14} is located on the outer aspect of the inner lid border. (6) In line with this, another clinical study had verified that “Marx’s line of the upper lid is visible in upgaze without lid eversion, suggesting that it is not the contact area for the upper lid.”\textsuperscript{24} (7) In lid wiper epithelioptosis, a condition that conceivably occurs because of increased friction, the lid wiper is the first zone that shows epithelial alterations in dry eye conditions.\textsuperscript{24}

The surface of the lid wiper is subjected to a higher risk of increased friction compared with the more proximal tarsal conjunctiva as it passes over the bulbar surface and the cornea during every blink. This must be diminished to prevent wounding of the apposed epithelia of the conjunctival lid margin and globe (i.e., corneal epithelium and bulbar conjunctiva). The presence of mucins secreted onto the lid wiper surface by the immediate goblet cells is uniquely suited to reduce any potential for friction and/or trauma to the lid wiper and the ocular surfaces.

**Goblet Cells**

As indicated by histochemistry and IHC, the goblet cells produce neutral mucins (stained by PAS) and acidic mucins (stained by Alcian blue). Most goblet cells stained for both neutral and acidic mucins, but interestingly not all goblet cells stained positive for MUC5AC because MUC5AC-negative goblet cells were also observed in the lid wiper epithelium. It has been reported that all human conjunctival goblet cells stain positive for this gel-forming mucin, but this study was restricted to bulbar conjunctival specimens.\textsuperscript{25} MUC5AC-negative goblet cells in principle are a common finding in other mucosal tissues, such as in the intestine,\textsuperscript{26} and they also occur in the human nasal mucosa where the majority of goblet cells are MUC5AC negative.\textsuperscript{27} In contrast, in the airways, MUC5AC is the predominant gel-forming goblet cell mucin.\textsuperscript{28} Our identification of MUC5AC-negative goblet cells in the lid wiper may indicate that other secreted mucins, such as, for example, MUC2, MUC5AB, or MUC6,\textsuperscript{28} are produced by the goblet cells of the lid wiper; and probably membrane-bound mucins\textsuperscript{29} assist the function of gel-forming mucins.

**Goblet Cell Crypts**

Goblet cells deep inside the lid wiper epithelium without apparent contact to the surface are an unusual finding because they normally deliver their mucins onto a luminal surface. Goblet cells deep in the lid wiper epithelium had been observed in a preceding study by the authors,\textsuperscript{14} but their significance had remained enigmatic in conventional histology. A delivery of mucins from such subsurface goblet cells onto the surface of the lid wiper is suggested in the present study, using thin-section morphology and advanced staining, by the findings that the goblet cells (1) were frequently located along cryptal epithelial infoldings of the luminal surface into the depth of the epithelium; (2) their apical surfaces were in contact with the cryptal lumen; and (3) Alcian blue and PAS-stained mucin material from the goblet cells was continuous with the respective material inside the associated cryptal lumen. Because these subsurface goblet cells and their secreted mucins are hence, indirectly, connected to the surface of the lid wiper, their secretions would be available at the surface.

These lid wiper crypts resemble those of Stieda\textsuperscript{30} and Henle,\textsuperscript{11} also called “mucus crypts” or “mucus glands” by Kessing,\textsuperscript{15} because they contain many goblet cells along their wall. They are thought to serve as primordial gland-like structures that provide increased amounts of mucus for the conjunctival surface. In addition, the crypts of Henle and Stieda along the tarsal conjunctiva were also shown to serve an immunological function for immune defense by increased amounts of secretory immunoglobulin A\textsuperscript{31} that is transcytosed.
here through the epithelium. But, in contrast to the crypts of Henle and Stieda, the lid wiper crypts observed in the present study do not extend into the subepithelial connective tissue and hence seem to represent previously undescribed structures. Crystal epithelial infoldings in general provide an enlarged epithelial surface that can accommodate a higher functional capacity. This is also true for the intraepithelial goblet cell crypts of the lid wiper because they provide space for more goblet cells than could be accommodated at the surface without crypts. These intraepithelial lid wiper crypts hence amplify the availability of mucus at the surface of the lid wiper.

In subsurface goblet cells where access to a distinct cryptal luminal surface could not be found, the connection to a crypt may have been missed even though serial sections were performed. Even when they are in fact not all directly connected to a crypt, their mucous secretory product may still have access to the surface via narrow intercellular clefts as could be assumed from the presence of narrow extensions of PAS and Alcian blue–stained material from goblet cells into the direction of the surface (Fig. 7C). Isolated goblet cells below the surface may also represent developing goblet cells within the epithelium that only later contact the lumen. Developing goblet cells could indicate an increased requirement of lubricative mucins in the lid wiper zone. In the conjunctiva of the rat, at least during development, newly arising goblet cells are first smaller than in the adult, which also applies to some of the observed subsurface goblet cells in the present study. In the human conjunctiva, it has been shown that the goblet cells and the ordinary epithelial cells share the same (bi-potential) stem cell that gives rise to both cell populations. Thus, new goblet cells may arise among and from ordinary epithelial cells.

The presence of goblet cells in the lid wiper that can produce soluble mucins secreted locally onto the lid wiper surface meets a need for an increased lubrication in this region that constantly wipes over the globe (Fig. 8). Such lubrication would not be available to the same extent on a squamous surface without goblet cells that would require passive lubrication by the mucins dissolved in the aqueous tear film. The lid wiper can thus be considered to have an internal lubrication system providing a distinct advantage for the function of tear distribution. The secretion of mucins from the goblet cells in the lid wiper may be controlled by a self-regulating process. In the bronchial airways of the lung, it has been shown that increased chronic mechanical stress is able to induce increased presence of goblet cells (Park 2009). Therefore, the finding of goblet cells in the lid wiper epithelium may suggest that it is subjected to a chronic mechanical stress resulting from its constant movement over the bulbar surface during the blink. Expression of frequent goblet cells in the lid wiper could therefore reflect the successful adaptation of the amount of lubricative mucins to the increased mechanical requirements in this region. Too much friction however, as occurs in dry eye conditions, may override the adaptive capacity of the epithelium because dry eye is shown to result in squamous metaplasia with a lack of goblet cells, at least on the bulbar conjunctival surface. This conceivably also explains the pathological staining observed in lid wiper epitheliopathy at the lid margin that was recently shown to consist of parakeratinized cells.

**Lubrication**

One important requirement for the lid wiper to travel over the bulbar surface without wounding is to keep a minimal (but spread a thin tear film layer) but secure (in order to avoid wounding) physical distance to the bulbar cell surface during the movement. Goblet cell mucins are very large and highly glycosylated proteins with a high water-binding capacity for the formation of a mucin–water gel that is assumed to represent the major component of the precorneal tear film for lubrication of the ocular surface. Adequate local mucins on the lid wiper surface would hence provide a thick local overlying mucus–water gel to maintain a sufficient physical distance between the epithelia of the lid wiper and bulbar surface to prevent cellular damage by mechanical friction. Such a thick mucin–water gel is also suggested to serve as a mechanical bumper for attenuation of mechanical forces between the eyelid and bulbar surface.

The goblet cells in the lid wiper would hence represent the structural prerequisite for increased lubrication that cannot be available at a squamous goblet cell–free epithelium. Mechanical friction occurs in particular because of the natural blinking movement. Because blinking occurs at a frequency of typically about 10 to 12 times per minute, the lid wiper travels, if 10 mm of vertical interpalpebral aperture and 16 hours of day activity are assumed, over a distance of at least 100 m everyday over the bulbar surface, which represents an enormous exposure to friction and subsequent risk of epithelial damage.

A second requirement for the lid wiper is not only to be able to push the tear film in front of it, as shown for the lower lid border, but also to be able to pull the tear fluid, as applies to the upper lid. This is necessary because the main lid movement during a blink is performed by the upper lid. A lid wiper surface with a copious supply of mucins would result in high water-binding properties and be able to lift adequate aqueous tears against the capillary “suction” force of the lower meniscus tear reservoir. This results in the desired thin precorneal tear film layer that is reformed during the up-phase of every blink.

In addition, it may be a conceivable but yet an unproven requirement for the inner lid border structure and hence for the lid wiper epithelium, that a thick mucin–water gel may also be necessary to contribute to a proposed function of the lid wiper in providing a seal that inhibits the outflow of the retropalpebral tear lake behind the upper eyelid. A proposed additional sealing function of the lid wiper against the flux of tears along the inner lid border from the retropalpebral tears into the tear meniscus and into the actual precorneal tear film may also be supported by the relatively similar structure of the lid wiper in both the upper and lower eyelids. This is in contrast to the fact that the main wiping movement during a blink is performed by the upper lid, whereas the lower lid border moves little during the blink but may still require a proposed sealing function by the thickened lid wiper epithelium and by a thick mucin–water gel on its surface.
The goblet cells and goblet cell crypts in the lid wiper, as observed here, with a consequently thick mucin-water gel on its surface, suggest that the lubrication required for gliding of the lid wiper over the cornea, is maintained by a hydrodynamic type of lubrication. This employs a relatively thick liquid lubricant layer and avoids direct contact of the epithelial surfaces. Korb et al. have recently discussed possible models for lubrication at the lid border to understand pathological epithelial alterations of the lid wiper, termed LWE. LWE occurs in dry eye conditions when the lubrication is reduced by tear film deficiencies and hence the friction is increased.

Lubrication in general is the process that reduces mechanical shear stress, friction, wear, and loss of energy on surfaces that move in close proximity relative to each other, and it is maintained by an interposed lubricant substance between them. In biological systems, the lubricant is usually a liquid. Depending on the thickness of the lubricant layer, two types of lubrication are mainly differentiated. One employs a very thin lubricant layer of molecular dimensions (boundary lubrication), whereas another is characterized by a relatively thick, usually hydrated, lubricant layer (hydrodynamic lubrication). There is a gradual transformation between both types of lubrication, and intermediate types exist. Apart from the thickness of the lubricant layer, lubrication, and hence the resulting shear stress, is also influenced by other factors such as the viscosity of the directly apposed to the surface of the globe, here the corneal surface, with a slope toward the subtarsal fold. This is suitable to distribute the very thin precorneal tear film layer. Further in tarsal direction, the lid is separated from the globe by a retropalpebral tear fluid space (Kessing space). A. Goblet cells (shown in a pink color that refers to the PAS staining) are located at the surface (arrows in A, B) and in the depth (arrowhead in A, B) of the lid wiper. Those in the depth are often found along crypt epithelial infoldings that open to the surface (open arrow in A, B) and can hence deliver their mucins onto the surface of the lid wiper. The local goblet cells of the lid wiper can provide a rich mucus layer (pink color; double arrowheads in B) and a respective thick mucin-water gel (mwg, shading indicates increasing dilution of mucin). (B). Higher magnification shows a subsurface goblet cell that can still deliver mucin through a narrow intercellular cleft (narrow open arrow) to the surface. The thick local mucin-water gel (mwg) is suitable to provide improved lubrication. This can diminish potential mechanical friction from the movement of the apposed surfaces of the lid wiper and cornea/conjunctiva along each other (double-headed arrow). The observed morphology suggests a hydrodynamic type of lubrication between the lid and bulbus. Known physiological parameters are represented in the drawing. The thickness of the lid wiper is about 100 μm.16 The MCJ, the surface of which represents the natural stainable line of Marx, is covered by the aqueous tears of the meniscus and represents the bottom of the meniscus. The meniscus has a curvature of r = 0.24 mm.18 Individual epithelial cells are in most parts only indicated at the tissue surface and along the goblet cell crypts. The thickness of the precorneal tear film19 and in particular the distance between lid wiper and corneal surface is not exactly known.
lubricant and the velocity of movement of the opposing surfaces.  

Historically, Ehlers had considered different types of lubrication that could apply to the ocular surface. In view of his description of a stratified squamous epithelium without goblet cells at the inner lid border he had suggested, that lubrication in this region must be by the boundary type because the lip margin and bulbar surfaces were in contact and only, if at all, separated by a very thin film of molecular dimensions. Holly in contrast, had theoretically assumed that the opposed biological surfaces would still have a relatively high degree of roughness that would only allow a hydrodynamic lubrication by a relatively thick film to overcome the roughness and hence prevent wounding because of friction by direct contact. More recent theoretical models also seem to point into the direction of a hydrodynamic type of lubrication with a sufficiently thick mucin–water gel. This would be able to keep a secure distance between the opposing surfaces and to reduce sheer stress because of a proposed slip interface within the mucin–water gel. Another theoretical, mathematical model predicted a hydrodynamic lubrication together with an elastic mattress model that was based on a proposed soft and elastic nature of the respective tissues. This model, as the previous models, still took for granted the assumption that the inner lid border had a stratified squamous epithelium. This type of epithelium can be assumed to have a relatively smooth surface but only a limited degree of softness and is not provided with lubricant-secreting goblet cells. A conjunctival structure with goblet cells, as observed in the present study, would better serve not only for a higher elasticity but also for a built-in lubrication compared with a squamous epithelium.

CONCLUSIONS

The finding in the present study of goblet cells and goblet cell crypts in the lid wiper provides the first demonstration of the structural prerequisite for a relatively thick overlying mucin–water gel at the surface of the lid wiper that would allow for a hydrodynamic type of lubrication between the lid wiper and the bulbar surface during the blink motion that distributes the thin precorneal tear film. This offers first evidence of the structural basis for a more conclusive understanding of lubrication and tear film distribution at the inner lid border than previously available.
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